Abstract. Let (P, g) be a compact, connected, C°° Riemannian (n + l)-manifold (n > 1) with a unit Killing vector field with dual 1-form tj. For t > 0, let g, = i~'g + (f" -f"')t)|8>r),a family of metrics of fixed volume element on P. Let X,(f) be the first nonzero eigenvalue of the Laplace operator on C0O(/>) of the metric g,. We prove that if dj\ is nowhere zero, then A|(/) -» oo as t -» oo. Using this construction, we find that, for every dimension greater than two, there are infinitely many topologically distinct compact manifolds for which X, is unbounded on the space of fixed-volume metrics.
metric invariant under the action, as in Kaluza-Klein unified field theory; see [2] . Note that g determines a metric on M and a connection 1-form /tj on P, and vice versa. Equality occurs in X -A2 > 0 iff the connection is flat and the holonomy group is cyclic of order N for some N dividing k, necessarily an integer. When N = 1, (F, g) is isometric to a Riemannian product of M with (7(1) . We also prove that the condition | di\ |> 0 is generic among i/(l)-invariant metrics g on F with g(£, £) = L provided dim M > 4. Using this, we have that X, is unbounded on the space of fixed volume metrics on any manifold of the form M X S ' where M is any compact manifold with dim M > 4. Even in dimensions 3 and 4, we find infinitely many topologically distinct, compact, connected manifolds with X, unbounded for fixed volume.
In §4, we pose some open problems. The results of §3 have been generalized to the case of principal bundles with arbitrary compact groups. Indeed, this is the subject of the author's paper, Harmonic analysis on the space-time-charge continuum, to appear in the International Journal of Physics. In a physical context, the results of this paper suggest that in a generic universe, one cannot find charged particles of arbitrarily small mass. The author thanks Bob Reilly and Joel Weiner for helpful conversations in the development of the current paper.
1. Preliminaries. Recall that A is the Laplacian for functions on the (« + 1)-manifold P with metric g for which £ is a unit Killing vector field with dual tj. let 0 = Xo<X,<X2<---be the distinct eigenvalues of A with corresponding eigenspaces V(Xi). Since £ is Killing for g (and hence divergence-free), Lie differentiation L4 is a skew-symmetric transformation of C°°(P) with respect to the L2 inner product. Indeed, 0 = /L((uv¡ig) = ¡(L^vßg + f u(L(v)ng + J uvL((ng), and the last integrand vanishes. Also, since £ is Killing, it commutes with A and so -L\ j V(X¡) is a symmetric linear transformation of V(X/) with nonnegative eigenvalues. For k s* 0, let Ck = {« E CX(P) | -L2u = k2u). Then we have the orthogonal decomposition V(X¡) = (Bk Ck n V(X¡), where all but finitely many summands are 0. Lemma 1.1. As in the introduction, let g, = i~'g + (t" -t~l)rj ® 17 with Laplace operator Ar Then A, = tA + (t -t~")L2 and the spectrum of A, is {tX,-(trn)k2\Ck n V(X,)=£0,k, /s=0}.
Proof. Recall that a Killing vector field has a projection of constant length on any geodesic. Since £ is Killing relative to g, (for all t > 0), a geodesic of g, which is initially orthogonal to £ remains orthogonal. Since the distribution £-"-= {X G TP\ g,(X, £) = 0} is independent of t and g, = t~]g on £-*-, the curves tangent to £x which locally minimize arclength relative to g with respect to variations in £± , do the same relative to g,. Thus, the geodesies of g tangent to £± are also geodesies of gr Also, since g,(£, £) is constant, any geodesic of g, initially tangent to £ remains tangent (i.e., the integral curves of £ are geodesies of g;). Let p G P and suppose ei,...,en, en+i = £p is o.n. frame relative to g at p. Then (yTe,,..., {ten,{t~"£) is an o.n. frame relative to gr For u G CX(P), we have (where exp is the exponential map atp) at s = 0 
. D Every X G TpP has a unique decomposition X = XH + Xv corresponding to TpP = R£ © £-L. Explicitly, Xv = t\(X)£ and X" = X -t/(X)i For any q-form «p on F, we define the q-ioim <pH by <p"( Xx,..., Xq) = <p( Jff,..., A',"). Let < , ) be the inner product induced by g on the space of R-valued forms on TpP. Note that ( , ) extends to C-valued forms via (ß, y)= <Re(/?), Re(y))+ <Im(¿8),Im(y)>. We write | ß \2 = (ß, ß). For a C-valued 1-form <p, we have <p = <pH + <pK where ml/(A') = <p(A"/) = (p(î)(A")£) = 7)(A")(p(£). Moreover, (<pH,<pv)=0, so that | <p |2 -I WH |2 + I *PK |2-Finally, we define Ck(X¿) (k > 0) to be the space of all a = u + iv G Ck such that Au = X¡u (and hence Au = X¡v as well, since v is the pullback of u by an isometry by Lemma 1.2).
Throughout the remainder of this paper, all integrals are over F with respect to the volume element of g. If í/tj = 0, then the distribution £""" is integrable and any maximal connected integral submanifold Q is a complete, totally geodesic, immersed submanifold of F; the proof of Lemma 1.1 shows Q to be totally geodesic. The map/: Q X R -> P given by f(q, s) = q(s) is a local isometry, where Q X R is given the product metric (g\Q) X ds2. Since Q X R is complete with this metric,/is then a Riemannian covering; see [5] . In particular, / is onto. If <p(s): P -> P is the map p r-^/?(i), then q>(s)(Q) is an integral submanifold of £x, and since / is onto, all integral submanifolds of £""" are of the form <p(s)(Q), s G R. The "holonomy group" of tj is defined as //(tj) = {s G R\y(s)(Q) = Q), which is independent of the choice of Q. Note that #(rj) ¥= 0, for otherwise / would be 1-1 and hence an isometry, but Q X R is noncompact unlike F. There are examples where //(tj) is not discrete; consider flat tori.
Recall that k¡ = max{A | Ck n V(X¡) ¥= 0} = max{A: | Cfc(X,) # 0}. Since a is a (complex) eigenfunction of A and a z 0, the support of a is all of P; by unique continuation a does not vanish on an open set; see [3] . Hence, adi\ -0 implies ¿/tj = 0. Since da \ £x = 0, a is constant on any maximal connected integral submanifold Q of £""■. For any s G R, note that a(<p(s)(Q)) = exp(-/&,i)a(C}). This not only proves that \a\= const, but also that <p(s)(Q) -Q (i.e., i G //(tj)) implies A,-j = 2irN for some integer N. Thus, //(tj) is discrete with generator being an integer multiple of 2irk¡\
Conversely, if c/tj = 0 with //(tj) discrete with generator 2irk~\ let Q be a maximal connected integral submanifold of £x and define a: P -> C by a(í/(í)) = exp(-/'A\r) for q G Q. Note that a is well defined, since £/(s) = q'(s') implies q' = q(s -s'); and so s -s' G //(tj), s -s' G 2-nk~xZ,, and exp(/7cí) = exp(iks'). Now X, -kf -» oo as i -* oo, for otherwise a subsequence X( -kf would be bounded and (*) would imply that k¡ is bounded, but X, -* oo and so X, -A:, -» oo, a contradiction. For any e > 0, we can find A' such that for / > N, (X, -kf) > e'2, and so (X, -Jt2)1/2 < e(X,. -kf). Then (*) yields Proof. By averaging any metric on F with respect to the action of the compact group U(\) and dividing by the length-squared of £, we can produce a member of G(P). It is clear that G0(P) is open in C7(F), and we need only establish density. C. We have seen that in every dimension greater than 2, there are infinitely many compact manifolds for which X, is unbounded on the space of metrics of fixed volume. All our examples admit metrics with nonzero Killing fields, but we suspect that this is irrelevant. That is, we conjecture that X, is unbounded for fixed-volume metrics on any compact «-manifold, « 3= 3. For a compact surface of genus G, there is the result X, < Stt(G + 1) (for metrics of volume 1) due to Yang and Yau [9] when G > 0; the case G = 0 is the Hersch result [4] . Bibliography 
